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Abstract— We aim to search for cellular automata candidate
to an automatic system for the demonstration of collision-based
universality and that can be able to simulate Turing machines
in their space-time dynamics using gliders and glider guns.
In this paper, we demonstrate a variety of novel glider guns
discovered by genetic algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The emergence of computation in complex systems with
simple components is a hot topic in the science of complexity [32]. A uniform framework to study emergent computation in complex systems are cellular automata (CA) [29].
CAs are discrete systems in which a population of cells
evolves from generation to generation on the basis of local transitions rules [30]. We are interested in the wellestablished problems related to the emergence of computation in complex systems with local interactions:
• Where are edges of computational universality ?
• How common is computational universality [31] ?
The universality of cellular automata has been tackled in
the last thirty years [4], [22], [20], [17], [1] and remains
a fruitful area where amazing phenomena at the edge of
theoretical computer science and non-linear science can be
discovered.
We are here only interested the universality of automata
in the Turing sense, i.e., the capacity to simulate a Turing
Machine [29] by automata. The most well known universal
automaton is the Game of Life [14]. It was shown to be
universal by Conway in 1982 [9], who employed gliders,
mobile self-localized patterns of non-resting states.
Sapin et al [7], [25] discovered a range of universal
CA which are universal because they can simulate the
Game of Life. This was achieved by using two genetic
algorithms (GAs) [19] in sequence searching for automata
which exhibit gliders, named R, accepting a glider gun, i.e.,
a pattern which, when evolving alone, periodically recover
their original shape after emitting with some gliders [3], [2].
This automaton is shown to be universal in [7], [8] thanks
to the presence of the glider gun. Sapin et al.’s algorithm
was demonstrated to be capable of discovering cell-state
transition rules supporting three glider guns, as shown in
figure 1.
In this paper, automata accepting glider guns that spontaneously emerge are searched for. Inspired by Sapin et al.’s
approach, a GA is used and we show that, under certain

Fig. 1.
Three glider guns discovered by Sapin et al.’s evolutionary
algorithms.

operator combinations, a number of new examples can be
discovered.
The paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes
previous related work. Section 3 sets out the characteristics
of the evolutionary algorithms and the results are described
in Section 4, along with the presentation of some interesting
examples found by the GA. The last section summarizes the
presented results and discusses directions for future research.
II. P REVIOUS

WORK

In 1970, Conway discovered a special automaton (that
he called the Game of Life) that was later popularized by
Gardner in [14]. In [9], Conway, Berlekamp, and Guy show
that the Game of Life can implement any function calculable
by a Turing machine. Their proof of the universality of the
Game of Life uses gliders, glider guns, and eaters. A glider
gun is a pattern that emits a stream of gliders (used to carry
information) and an eater destroys gliders. It is possible to
combine glider guns and eaters in order to simulate logic
gates and circuits. In [24], Rendell gives an explicit proof

Fig. 2.
An automaton of I.The squares are the 102 neighbourhoods
describing an automaton of I. A black cell on the right of the neighbourhood
indicates a future central cell.

investigated the use of evolutionary computing to learn
the rules of uniform one-dimensional, binary CAs. Here a
Genetic Algorithm produces the entries in the update table
used by each cell, candidate solutions being evaluated with
regard to their degree of success for the given task — density
and synchronization.
Sipper [27] presented a related approach, which produces
non-uniform solutions. Each cell of a 1D or 2D CA is
viewed as a GA population member, mating only with its
geographical neighbours and receiving an individual fitness.
Sipper shows an increase in performance over Mitchell et
al.’s work, exploiting the potential for spatial heterogeneity
in the tasks. Koza et al. [6] have also repeated Mitchell et
al.’s work, using Genetic Programming [18] to evolve update
rules. They report similar results.
The manual search for gliders in cellular automata has
been described by A. Wuensche who used his Z-parameter
and entropy [34], A. Adamatzky et al. with a phenomenological search [13] and D. Eppstein [12]. Sapin et al.’s work [8],
Ventrella [28] and Lohn et al. [16] have considered the
emergence of glider-based universality in CAs via a GA.
B. R

Fig. 3.

Neighbourhood states.

of the universality of the Game of Life by showing a direct
simulation of counter machines.
In the paper we constrain ourselves to the space I of 2D
isotropic CA, with rectangular 8-cell neighbourhoods: if two
cells have the same neighbourhood states by rotations and
symmetries, then these two cells take the same state at the
next generation [33]. There are 102 neighbourhood states that
are different by rotations and symmetries, meaning that there
are 2102 different automata in I. A cellular automaton of I
is shown figure 2.
For conciseness and readability, the following convention
has been adopted for the automaton presentation. Each neighbourhood state is refered to by a letter, shown figure 3, and
the number of cells from 0 to 8 among it. In the convention,
the neighbourhood states that allow the central cell to survive
is noticed in the first part after the letter s of the automaton
notation and the neighbourhood states that allow the central
cell to born is notice in the second part after the letter b. For
exemple, the notation s2iv3a8/b4i8 means a cell survives
for the negihbourhood states 2i, 2v, 3a and 8.
A. Evolving Cellular Automata
Previously, several good results from the evolution of
cellular automaton rules to perform some useful tasks have
been published. Mitchell et al. [10], [21], [11], [23] have

As discussed above, in [3], in order to find computationally
universal automaton other than the Game of Life, Sapin et
al. used an evolutionary algorithm to look for automata in
I exhibiting gliders. Among all the found automata with
gliders, some automata also show glider guns. An automaton
R, shown in figure 2, where a gun was found was proven to
be universal in [7], [25].
The idea of the proof is to simulate the Game of Life by
R. The logic universality of R is shown by implementing a
NAND gate as well as intersections and synchronizations of
patterns. The value of a cell in the Game of Life at the current
generation is the result of a logic formula that accepts in entry
the values, at the previous generation, of the simulated cell
and of its eight neighbours. The automaton R can implement
any logic circuit so it can simulate a cell of the Game of Life.
The simulation of the Game of Life is then shown by carrying
out a tilling of a surface with the identical simulation of cells.
III. C HARACTERISTIC

OF THE

GA

The idea of the GA is to focus on an existing glider as
one of the figure 4, named G, and to try to find a gun that
emits this glider.
Different selection strategies and different types of
crossover and mutation operators are tried. The first subsection describes these parameters. The results of the different
parameters are discussed section 4.
A. Parameters
•

Initialization
The search space is the set I described in Section 2. An
automaton of this space can be described by cell-state
transition table. An individual is an automaton coded
as a bit string of 102 Booleans representing the values

Fig. 4.

•

•

Gliders.

of a cell at the next generation for each neighbourhood
state.
The 102 bits of an automaton are divided into two
subsets. The first subset is the neighbourhood states
used by the glider G and their values are determined by
the evolution of G. The process that determines these
neighbourhood states is detailed for the third glider of
figure 4, named glider 3, in the figure 5.
The second subset are initialised at random.
The population size is 100 individuals.
Fitness Function
The choice of the fitness function is a main difficulty
in this problem. Lohn et al. [16] have chosen a multiobjective function, Ventrella [28] employed a particle
swarm interacting intimately with the cellular automata
and Sapin et al. [7] use an image-filtering to detect
structures for measuring fitness. The idea of the fitness
function is inspired by the one of Sapin et al. [3].
The computation of the fitness function is based on
the evolution of a random configuration of cells by
the tested automaton A. The parameter of the fitness
function is justified in [3]. A random configuration of
cells of size 40 is generated. This configuration evolves
by the transition rules of the automaton A during
100 generations. After this evolution, the presence of
gliders G is checked by scanning the result of the
configuration of the cells. For each generation of the
glider G, the pattern and its symetrics is puted in a
rectangle without living cells, as shown figure 6 for the
glider 3. The algortihm count the number of times each
pattern appears in the evolving configuration of cells,
the number of appearences of the glider is then known.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of a random configuration
of cells and the result of the test of the glider. The
value of the fitness function is the number of gliders
that appeared divided by the total number of cells.
Genetic Operators
The mutation function simply consists of mutating one
bit among the second subset of the 102 bits. The
rates 1,5 and 10 percent are tried, together with three
crossover operators.
– No crossover

Fig. 5. Detail of the construction of set of neighbourhood states that are
used by a glider.

Fig. 6.

Patterns of a glider used by the fitness function.
•

•

The genetic algorithm is tried without crossover.
– Central point
A single point crossover with a locus situated
exactly on the middle of the genotype is tried.
– Random point
A last kind of recombination is tried with a single
point crossover with a locus randomly situated.
A linear ranking selection and a binary tournament
selection of size 2 are tried.
Evolution Engine
An elitist strategy in which the best half of population
is kept and a non-elitist strategy in which the new
population is made of only children are tried.
Stopping Criterion
The presence of a glider gun is continuously checked.
The test is inspired by Bays’ test [5] and also used in [2].
After the evolution of the random configuration of cells,
the pattern is isolated [2] and tested in an empty universe
during 100 generations. If a pattern P reappears at the
same place with gliders around then the pattern P is a
glider gun. When a glider gun is found the algorithm
stops. An exemple of this test is shown figure 7.
The value of the fitness function and the generation of
the best rule are stored. If after ten new generations
the algorithm has not found a better rule the algorithm
stops.
IV. R ESULTS

A. Best Parameters
In order to determine the best parameters, one hundred
executions of the evolutionary algorithm with each of the
values of the parameters were realized. The algorithm tries
to find the gun that generates some specific glider, we have
chosen the glider 3.
For each of the values of the parameters, the number of
executions which find a gun are shown in table I.
The best parameters, among the tested ones, are a mutation
rate of 1, a non elitist strategy, a tournament selection and a
central crossover. The good results of the central crossover
can be explained by the fact that the first 51 neighbourhood
states determine the birth of cells, while the other 51 determine how they survive or die. The elitist strategy that kept
half of the population is worse than the non-elitist strategy.
An elitist strategy that just kept one parent could be tried,
however.
With the best parameters, as noted above, the average
variation of the best value of the fitness function for 100
executions is shown table I.
B. First Results

Fig. 7. Exemple of computation of the fitness function and the stopping
criterion.

971 different glider guns are found emitting the glider 3.
In order to determine if a gun is new, the neighbourhood
states used by the given gun is compared to the ones of the
other guns. The found guns emit one, two or four streams
— as shown in figures 9, 10 and 11 respectively. All the 971
guns can be found in [26] in Life format.

TABLE I
N UMBER OF EXECUTIONS FROM A TOTAL OF 100 PER EXPERIMENT
THAT FIND A GUN UNDER A GIVEN COMBINATION OF PARAMETERS OR
OPERATORS .

T HE THREE NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO THE 1,5, AND 10
MUTATION RATES .

Fig. 8. Average variation of the best fitness for 100 executions with the
best parameters.

Fig. 9.
A gun emitting one stream. This gun can be noticed:
s01c2aki3ajec4aywkqjec5kyvi6a7ec8/b2civ3ae4aivrze5krci6viec7ec8.

C. Found Guns

Fig. 10. Guns emitting two streams. These two automata can be noticed:
s1c2av3vyek4avwrqtzec5rai6viec8/b2cki3aeqrk4yivwqzec5kejvi6ve7e and
s1e2a3ayecqr4avrqtz5rqeji6vec/b2ceiv3ak4arqe5rcvi6kec8.

From 50 different gliders, 10 executions of our algorithm
per glider allow us to find guns for 26 gliders. Figure 12
shows 4 gliders and their corresponding guns.
The number of rules that exhibit a gun depends on the
number of neighbourhood states used by the giving gun. For
example, the first gun of figure 12 uses 37 neighbourhood
states and the corresponding glider uses 13 neighbourhood
states. So 265 automata exhibit this gun among the 289
automata that exhibit this glider in the space I described in
Section 2 of 2102 automata. In the space I, one automaton
over 16777216 exhibit this gun among the automata that

Fig. 11. Guns emitting four streams. These two automata can be noticed: s1c2ai3ajyecqr4yvkrtjzec5kejv/b2cki3aeq4yivwkrqtzec5kei6ike and
s1c2aciv3ayecr4ayqtjzec5kqcev6ka7ec8/b2civ3aeq4yiktec5vai6ica7ec8.

Fig. 13.

Gliders for which no guns were found.

exhibit this glider.
Figure 13 shows 4 gliders for which our algorithm did not
succeed in finding guns. For these gliders, our algorithm finds
rules in which the giving glider emerges from the evolution
of cells but not from an emergent gun as the one of the Game
of Life [14], [15].
V. S YNTHESIS

Fig. 12. Four gliders and their guns. These four automata can be noticed:
s2acekiv3avyrk4akrqzc5cv6viec7c/b2e3ijecrk4yivwkqjec5kv6viea7e8,
s1c2iv3aecqk4ywrtze5kqeyjai6vkea7c/b2a3vecrk4yiwkre5krqcev6ke7c,
s1e2civ3iacqrk4ivkrtc5kreyja6via7ec8/b2e3iajer4ivjz5krvai6e7e8
and
s2aev3ivjycq4aivwkc5krceva6e7ec/b2e3iark4aijc5cjai6ikca8.

AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper deals with the emergence of computation in
complex systems with local interactions. An evolutionary
algorithm searching for glider guns has been presented,
building on previous work in [3], [2].
In particular, different evolution strategies and different
types of selection, crossover, and mutation operators are
explored for this algorithm. With the best parameters, the
algorithm finds new guns that spontaneously emerge. For 50
different gliders we found 26 guns. For most of these gliders,
no glider gun was known before.
The algorithm succeeded in finding 971 glider guns [26]
for the glider called glider 3. Only one gun was known before
for this glider, found by Sapin et al. The discovery of the
emergence and existence of so many different glider guns for
the same glider has only been possible through the use of
the GA. Thus the results reported here represent a significant
contribution to the area of complex systems that considers
computational theory.
Next Work could be to compared the result of the used
fitness function to the results of other fitness function and
the result of other search methods.
All automata that exhibit a discovered gun may be potential candidates for being universal automata. Further goals are
now to develop an automatic system for the demonstration of
universal automata. Then, another domain that seems worth

exploring is how this approach could be extended to automata
with more than 2 states.
Future work could also evaluate all found rules and calculate for each rule some rule-based parameters, e.g., Langton’s
lamda [19]. All rules supporting glider guns may have similar
values for these parameters that could lead to answer at the
question ‘Where are the edges of computational universality
?’ and may therefore lead to a better understanding of the
emergence of computation in complex systems with local
interactions.
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